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Private notepad secure notes with passwords

If your phone is hacked, the app is worthless. Twice, the written password didn't work and the secret questions were changed to something strange I couldn't even relate to, let alone answer. Deleted and reloaded now for the third time. The review will be updated in the near future. To be fair, if it is because of the
exploiting of the operating system, then any of the passwords I type in are safe. We'll see if it's safer in iOS 11.1Disappointed about only 3 messages or $3.00. Amounts... This is a very simple app that should be free or at most.99 cents. There are hundreds (conservatively) of apps on the App Store that are much more
comprehensive than this very simple app... That is free. It probably took less than lines of codes to write it than in this review. A: Passwords are not sent to our servers. We only store encrypted text - which is useless data once you lose your password. Also, we don't know who this text belongs to. A: Your password never
leaves your device. We only store encrypted content. You don't have to trust us, or anyone else with your password, because you just know it and you can just decrypt your notes. It's like if you write a diary with special characters that you just understand. It doesn't matter where you keep these notes, as you can only
understand the text inside. A: It's simple: open your site with Google Chrome or Mozilla Firefox and save the site before decrypting it (Ctrl +S must work). Be sure to save the site while the 'password requested password' dialog box is still visible. To open the encrypted backup, open the saved .html file and type your
password. A: Some characters are not allowed in URLs, which is why your URL is forwarded to the URL that has been replaced by some characters with conditions. You can always type tag notes and you'll be redirected to the same URL. A: You can add a password after the URL of your site, like this:
ProtectedText.com/yourSite?yourPassword that will automatically unpack your site with your Password. A: We would like to create file storage and service sharing with similar security policies. In the case of legal prosecutions, we cannot harm users because we don't know anything about them, and we can't decrypt their
notes. A: Evernote is far from secure, and their privacy policy says that your feedback may be displayed when necessary to comply with our legal obligations, such as responding to orders, court orders or other legal proceedings. A: You don't have to, but it's recommended. The longer the password, the harder it is to
guess. Note that the text is protected by both the URL and the password. A: Yes. The password (or password hash) is not sent over the network, and all the data that is sent or received is always encrypted. Your data is only decrypted on your device, and encrypted before being returned to us. A: The server doesn't know
anything about authentication; All this is handled in the browser. There are no users on ProtectedText.com, sites only. Passwords are never saved, but passwords are not saved. Even inside the encrypted text. If the password is incorrect, the page will fail to decrypt the page. The idea is that we don't have to know the
password. We just have to make sure that the password is correct - and one way to check it is to try to decrypt some of the known text using the password provided. The known text we use is the URL of the current site (which is different, but known, for each site). Once the user creates the password, we store the
encrypted URL, and every time the password needs to be tested, we just try to decrypt the encrypted URL. If we get the expected URL, we try to use the same password to decrypt the entire site (it is possible - but very unlikely - that each of the different passwords decrypt the same URL correctly, but using the wrong
password to decrypt everything else will lead to chatter). A: Prevents writing protection from saving any changes if the text is currently changed. (The server stores the most recent content hash, and sends the hash to the customer with the content. A: The title of each tab consists of 20 characters from the first non-blank
line of text. A: ProtectedText.com uses the standard AES algorithm to encrypt/decrypt content, along with salts and other well-known good practices for exceptional security; and SHA512 hash algorithm. Furthermore, all data is provided only through The SSL. A: We have not opened the server code, for now. We want to
provide optimal security for everyone, not just technology users. So we created this policy where the server side is irrelevant - this is the beauty of this service. No one should be forced to trust anyone to be safe; there should be nothing else. This is why all the security is provided by the client (which users can verify).
Even if you know the server code, you cannot confirm whether this code works on the server, or if it is replaced by something else. In other words, whenever the server code is responsible for providing security, you must trust who manages it. A: Sites are not deleted automatically. We'll keep it until you delete it yourself.
A: The current maximum length is a little more then 750 000 characters per page. A: All we have are encrypted versions of notes that you store on our servers, so once you delete your notes, that's all; A special notepad will help protect your notes and ideas with a password and secure encryption. Features: - Checklists:
Organize your notes, set up shopping lists, plan your day - Auto Save: Everything will be saved - password protection: protect notes and checklists with a password, PIN or style - encryption: enable data encryption using the AES standard used in banking services – Intruder Picture: Be aware of anyone who tried to get
secrets from your notes: The app will take a picture of a thief after several failed attempts to enter the password – access to fingerprints: Tired of typing the password every time you enter the notepad? Access to notes and checklists with one touch with fingerprint access (Android 6.0+) - Cloud Sync: Back up and sync
your data across your devices using the secure cloud - Reminders: Time reminders to remember important things - Stickers: Group notes and checklists with labels to find them easily - button undo recent changes while editing note - Selective protection: Protecting certain notes only with a password - Self-hiding and
destruction data: Enable hide or delete the most important notes if someone tries to get your data - PDF and TXT files: export notes and checklists to PDF and TXT files or convert the existing file to your notes - UI topics: Select from several topics for custom appearance - Support: Special notepad contains detailed
FAQs and you can always get help from support if you have some permission questions : - Camera: Required to take pictures of intruders - Contacts: required to authenticate access to your Google engine due to synchronization purposes - Storage: required for data backup/ restore- network access, network connections
and view: required to sync with cloud servers and download ads - Google Play billing service : Required to purchase premium version - fingerprint devices: required to access the fingerprint - prevent the phone from sleeping: required to disable sleep mode in some cases - vibration control: required to enable vibration -
start-up: required to update reminders after restarting the new phone: - Bug fixes and stability improvements ★★★ the Mod ★★★ features Premium unlocked this app does not contain ads for private notepad downloads screenshots – notes v6.1.0 [premium] APK / Mirror version old diary special – Notes v5.5.1
[Premium] APK / Mirror Notebook Special – Notes and Menus v5.2.1 [Premium] APK/ Mirror Related 6.0.1 November 14, 2020 - Improved app design - hiding option style (hides pattern when introduced) - bug fixes and stability improvements 5.8.2 October 5, 2020 fixed encryption error for users update of versions App
earlier from 5.0.0 5.8.1 September 18, 2020 - Repeat reminders (daily, weekly, monthly) - Setup view links - Bug fixes, stability improvements 5.7.1 June 26, 2020 - more reliable and comfortable intruder saving image - bug fixes and stability improvements 5.6.1 May 27, 2020 - Deutsch language has been added -
Account and backup settings have become more comfortable - bug fixes and stability improvements 5.5.1 January 9, 2020 - Pending Notes: Pin your notes to the top of the list - Note colors for dark theme - Bug fixes and stability improvements 5.4.1 December 4, 2019 - Lots of small improvements - more convenient
labels Reminder - Bug Fixes and Stability Improvements 5.3.0 October 21, 2019 - Android 10 Compatibility Added - Added Images Hiding for Selectively Protected Notes - Bug Fixes and Stability Improvements 5.2.1 September 10, 2019 - Bug fixes and stability improvements 5.2.0 August 25, 2019 - Photos and attached
photos - Bug fixes and stability improvements 5.1.1 May 30, 2019 - password recovery option - more convenient and reliable cloud storage - synchronization across multiple devices (Premium) - 5 new UI themes (Premium) - more reliable data encryption 5.1.1 May 30, 2019 - more word recovery option - more word
Convenience and reliability of cloud storage - multi-device synchronization (Premium) - 5 new UI themes (Premium) - More reliable data encryption 5.1.1 May 30, 2019 - password recovery option - more convenient and reliable cloud storage - synchronization across multiple devices (Premium) - 5 new UI themes
(Premium)- More reliable data encryption 5.1.1 May 30, 2019 - Password Recovery Option - More Convenient and Reliable Cloud Storage - Multi-Device Synchronization (Premium) - 5 New UI Themes (Premium) - More Reliable Data Encryption 5.1.1 May 30 , 2019 - Password Recovery Option - More Convenient and
Reliable Cloud Storage - Synchronization Across Multiple Devices (Premium) - 5 New UI Themes (Premium) - More Reliable Data Encryption 5.1.1 May 30, 2019 - Password Recovery Option - More Convenient and Reliable Cloud Storage - Synchronization across multiple devices (Premium) - 5 New UI Themes
(Premium) - More Reliable Data Encryption 5.1.1 May 30, 2019 - Password Recovery Option - More Convenient and Reliable Cloud Storage - Multi-Device Synchronization (Premium) - 5 New UI Themes (Premium) - More Reliable Data Encryption - Too Frequent ad display is installed 4.4.4 February 5, 2019 fixed error
occurs on BlackBerry devices 4.4.4 February 5, 2019 Fixed error occurs on BlackBerry devices 4.4.4 February 5, 2019 fixed error occurs on BlackBerry devices 4.4.4 February 5, 2019 fixed error occurred on BlackBerry devices 4.4.4 February 5, 2019 error occurs On BlackBerry devices 4.4.4 February 5, 2019 fixed error
occurs on BlackBerry devices 4.4.4 February 5, 2019 Fixed Error Occurs on BlackBerry Devices 4.4.4 February 5, 2019 Fixed Error Occurred on BlackBerry Devices 4.4.4 February 5, 2019 Fixed Error Occurred on BlackBerry Devices 4.4.4 February 5, 2019 Error Error Occurs on BlackBerry Devices 4.4.4 February 5,
2019 Error Occurs on BlackBerry Devices BlackBerry devices 4.4.4 Feb 5, 2019 fixed error occurs on BlackBerry devices 4.4.4.4 February 5, 2019 fixed error occurred on BlackBerry devices 4.4.4 February 5 On BlackBerry devices 4.4.4 Feb 5, 2019 fixed error occurred on BlackBerry devices 4.4.4.4 February 5, 2019
fixed error occurs on BlackBerry devices 4.4.4 February 5, 2019 fixed error occurred on BlackBerry devices 4.4.4 February 5, 2019 fixed error occurs on BlackBerry devices 4.4.4 February 5 2019 Fixed error occurs on BlackBerry devices 4.4.4 February 5, 2019 fixed error occurs on BlackBerry devices 4.4.4 February 5,
2019 fixed error occurs on BlackBerry devices 4.4.4 February 5, 2 0019 fixed error occurs on BlackBerry devices Perry 4.4.3 February 1, 2019 - Search inside note- Swipe to delete preference - text size preference - spelling preference - app startup time improved by 30%- Bug fixes and stability improvements 4.3.3
December 24, 2018 - search option : The existing text - password tip - Time format: 12 hours / 24 hours - more convenient labels - Display type Note: Network / Menu - Hide Notes Mode (Premium) - Self-Destruction Mode (Premium) - Backup format for the most reliable data - Replay button is added next to the roll
button - The design has been improved, the dark theme is updated - stability improvements and bug fixes 4.3.3 December 24, 2018 - search option: Highlighting existing text - password tip - Time format: 12 hours / 24 hours - More convenient labels - Display type Note: Network / Menu - Hide Notes Mode (Premium) -
Self-Destruct Mode (Premium) - More reliable data backup format - Replay button is added next to the roll button - the design is improved, the dark theme is updated - stability improvements and error fixes 4.3 December 24, 2018 - search option : The existing text - password tip - time format: 12 hours / 24 hours - More
convenient labels - Type view note: network / menu - hide mode notes (Premium)- Self-destruct mode (Premium)- A more reliable replay button is added next to the undo button - the design is improved, the dark feature is updated - stability improvements and error fixes 4.3.3 Dec 24, 2018 - search option: The existing
text - password tip - Time format: 12 hours / 24 hours - More convenient labels - Type view note: grid / menu - hide mode notes (Premium) - Self-destruct mode (Premium) - More reliable data backup format - replay button is added next to the roll button - the design is improved, the dark theme is updated - stability
improvements and bug fixes 4.3.3 December 24, 2018 - Search option: Existing text - password tip - time format : 12 hours / 24 hours - More convenient labels - Display type Note: Network / List - Hiding Mode Notes (Premium) - Self-Destruct Mode (Premium) - More Reliable Data Backup Format - Replay button is
added next to the rollback button - The design is improved, the dark theme is updated - stability improvements and error fixes 4.2.0 August 28, 2018 - Portuguese language is added - automatic download is increased for Google Drive reliability - errors and small 4.2.0 August 28, 2018 - Portuguese language added -
Automatic download is increased to Google Drive reliability - bug fixes and small improvements 4.2.0 August 28, 2018 - Portuguese language has been added - automatic download is increased to Google Drive reliability - bug fixes and small improvements 4.2.2 0 August 28, 2018 - Portuguese language has been added
- automatic download is increased to Google Drive - Bug Fixes and Small Improvements 4.2.0 August 28, 2018 - Portuguese language has been added - automatic download of Google Drive reliability is increased - fixes and improvements Small 4.2.0 August 28, 2018 - Portuguese language has been added - automatic
download is increased to Google Drive reliability - bug fixes and small improvements 4.2.0 August 28, 2018 - Portuguese language has been added - automatic download ing to Google Drive is added - bug fixes and improvements Small 4.2.0 August 28, 2018 - Portuguese language has been added - automatic
download ing for Google Drive reliability is increased - bug fixes and small improvements 4.2.0 August 28, 2018 - Portuguese language has been added - automatic download is increased to Google Drive reliability - Fixes Errors and Small Improvements 4.2.0 August 28, 2018 - Portuguese language is added - automatic
download is increased to Google Drive - Bug Fixes and Small Improvements 4.2.0 August 28, 2018 - Automatic download is added to Google Drive reliability - error fixes and small improvements are increased 4.2.0 August 28, 2018 - Portuguese is added - download is added for Google Reliability - Small Errors and
Improvements
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